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As part of an exhibition season at MASP dedicated to themes of sexuality, which 

included the group show “Histories of Sexuality” as well as solo exhibitions by 

Tracey Moffat and the Guerilla Girls, “The Body in Works” is Tunga’s first 

institutional offering after his untimely passing in 2016. His work has inspired 

generations of Brazilian artists, not least since he rose to prominence with his 

participation in Documenta X (1997).  

Seven freestanding walls, four of which form a cross, correspond to the square layout 

of the lower-ground-floor exhibition space. The show opens with Three Scenes 

(1999), a pastel drawing depicting three men and five women involved in sexual 

intercourse. 

Next is Exogenous Axis (1985–2000), an installation of three phallic objects in wood 

and brass that recall Brancusi sculptures. These are accompanied by undated drawings 

rendered in makeup, works that explore the relationship between the female form and 

its representation. The following galleries feature four untitled bronze works with 

silver patinas from the “Morphological” series (2014–17). These suggest mutated 

body parts: a hand turned into a mouth, a throat/ear, a spoon/finger. Other sculptures 

evoke leaning figures (Untitled, 2014, bronze with black patina), sneak up walls like 

snakes (Trança [Braid], 1995), or embody a sense of violence (Tacape [Bludgeon], 

1986). 

As its title suggests, the exhibition is tuned to the visceral body. If, as Catherine 

Lampert notes in the accompanying catalogue, Tunga’s “art acquires a soul 

previously dormant and unfulfilled,” none of the artist’s instaurations (a term 

borrowed from Lygia Clark that describes the amalgamation of installation and 

performance) are present here. These live elements — crucial to the artist’s practice 

— could have been represented through a selection of film works such as The Silver 



Nerve (1987) made with Arthur Omar, Tunga’s collaborations with Shelagh Wakely 

(1989–2003), or Union Gaucha Productions’ A Vida de Infra – Tunga (1999). In the 

absence of such efforts, the meticulously installed exhibition retains a static and 

lackluster aura.  
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